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Balancing economic benefits and consumer concerns

Bruce Lloyd, MHR, Deputy Leader National Party and Shadow Minister

for Primary Industry.

Weeds introduced by our early settlers have restricted good grazing land,

ruined crops, polluted rivers and other waterways, choked native vegetation

and wildlife and threaten our national parks and reserves. These weeds have

cost Government and landholders billions of dollars in time, chemicals,

machinery, fuel and lost income.
The last estimate I have been able to find was done in 1987. In that year,

weeds and their control cost Australia more than $3 billion. Ironically this

is the same amount forecast by the Australian Bureau of Agriculture
and Resource

Economics for this years net farm cash income for Australia's total farming

population.
The role of Government in our battle with weeds is to balance the concerns

of landholders, on the one hand, with those of consumers, the impact on the

environment and the cost to the nation, This is so with weed control just as

it is with other aspects of economic activity.

This is done by weighing up the arguments before allowing chemicals to

be used, or by taking them off the market if later information shows they are

not safe, or there are better ways of controlling the problems.

It also means providing money for research to ensure that wherever

possible, weeds are eliminated through good farming techniques or biological

control.
While Australia's co- operative research system between farmers and

Government with dollar for dollar funding, up to 0.5 per cent of the gross

value of the product of the particular industry or commodity, is excellent

in many ways, there are some negatives. .

For example, this type of funding allows targeting of research for weeds

if they are impacting on a major agricultural industry. Our wheat, wool and

grain research funds are currently financing CSIRO biological control research

on skeleton weed, St John's wort, common heliotrope, Paterson's Curse and three

thistles nodding, slender. and Scotch.

However, if the problem is generalised or only impacting on a small

industry, there may be no finance.
It should also be remembered that in most cases this type of funding is

related to the rise and fall of commodity prices and the amount of each year's

production.
These gaps Australia's research funding are compounded by concern that

major chemical companies do little research in Australia.

The ultimate aim is to have biological control for weeds, but this takes

a long time and to my knowledge there has never been a biological control agent

that was 100 per cent effective.
Governments are looking to you experts in weeds to reduce the need for

chemicals. Every successful release of a new biological agent results in

reduction in farm cost which not only provide farmers with greater viability,

but consumers with better and cheaper produce.

Nobody wants to use chemicals in the form of herbicides or weedicides and

they will not if there are better, more cost effective ways of controlling

weeds that will not add tó soil erosion.

Australia has been working hard to find biological control agents for about

40 weeds and there have been some successes such as the biological control

campaigns against prickly pear cacti and the water weed salvinia, but it takes
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a long time.
There was the recent release of a rust fungus as a biological control for

blackberries. Blackberries hàve spread over more than 600,000 há of public
and private land since introduced from Europe 150 years ago.

They have strangled agricultural production, are a fire hazard and a haven
for foxes, feral cats and other vermin. The major reason for the development
of the rust was that farmers, particularly those in built -up areas, were
concerned about the use of chemicals. The development of the rust was a 10-
year research program.

Paterson's Curse, which is a native to the Mediterranean region, was
introduced in 1850 as a garden flower. Nobody told the poor woman that in 140
years time she would have flowers growing over literally one million square
kilometres.

It was more than 60 years ago that the then chief of CSIRO's Division of
Entomology first spoke about using a biological control against Paterson's
Curse but; it; did not become a priority of the Australian Weeds Committee,
which represents the Commonwealth, State and Territory Governments, until
1971.

From 1980 to 1988 we had a biological agent but its release was argued
against in the courts. In the main it was the honey producers against the
graziers, but there were those in South Australia who wanted to keep the weed
which they call "salvation Jane" and not Paterson's Curse.

The Australian Wool Corporation estimated that woolgrowers were losing
about $10 million a year due to the wèed and an inquiry by the Industries
Assistance Commission in 1984 found that the benefits of a successful
biological control program would exceed its costs by more than 10 to one.

In its native areas of Central America it has about 200 species of insects
and several fungi that attack it. In Australia it has no native predators.

This really is the problem with a number of imported weeds. There are no
natural enemies and it is time consuming and expensive to obtain and test
suitable control agents.

It is costing the Australian Government a great deal of money to find a
successful biological control for this weed, but unless- it is found Mimosa
could affect the tourist trade and cost Australia a great deal more.

Because Australia is a federal system, there is also a problem of balance
between federal and state government responsibility for weed control,
particularly where there is a weed problem away from the agricultural research
and control area, such as algae, salvinia etc.

Another source of pressure in trying to balance community concerns and
weed control, is evident in national parks and native forests.

The community pressure to create more parks and not utilise forests, grows
daily, but unless there is recognition of the cost of managing these parks,
which already have serious weed and feral animal problems, the situation will
get worse and defeat the purpose of establishing these parks and reserves.

At the moment the problems in these parks are negating control measures
on surrounding farms.

Government has a responsibility to ensure the public is aware of the costs
as well as the benefits of such policies.

Part of the balance that Government and farmers have to take into account
in the use of farm chemicals is the National recognition and policy priority
to control land degradation.

The traditional fallowing and multiple cultivation practices in the wheat/
sheep belt is being replaced by chemical ploughing to the benefit of the cost
pressured farmer, saving on energy and reducing erosion and hard pan creation.
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However this is not yet understood, or for thatmatter adequately explained

to urban people, which lead many to believe that chemicals are either bad or

not necessary.
Unfortunately this lack of knowledge has been used irresponsibly as part

of the political agendas of some groups such as Greenpeace -- with an

agricultural chemical company, and a union to further wage claims in the fruit

industry.
The Government has a responsibility in these situations to inform the

public of the facts.
Australian agriculture generally has a proud record of producing

agricultural produce very low in chemical residues. This is because our

broadacre farming does not require the heavy use of chemicals demanded in

countries with more intensive agricultural practices.

This clean food image can be used more effectively in promoting our

products internationally.
Several years ago there was a problem with a small percentage of our beef

grown on old potato land, but the ensuing control policy paid for by Australian

cattle producers, and not the Government, now means there is a national

inventory of the residue status of Australian farms and very pure beef.

The community needs to realise that Australian food is possibly the

cleanest in the world but certain chemicals still have to be used to ensure

a better product and a competitive price.

To summarise and conclude --
Governments have responsibility:
* to keep unwanted plants out of Australia and for this reason we must have

strict quarantine laws.
* to ensure that farmers are provided with information about the best way

of dealing with the weeds they already have.

* to encourage the use of better farming practices

* to encourage the discovery of biological control agents to replace

chemicals
* to ensure that these chemicals are safe before being released and also

to equally ensure that they are not withdrawn without scientific evidence

that they are harmful .

* to require, that manufacturers adequately label chemicals with safety and

correct use instructions and manufacturers have a responsibility to not

only ensure that, but to provide adequate education and communication of

safe use.
However Governments also have a responsibility:

* to provide food and fibre for our people
* to encourage export of food and fibre to enable Australia to balance its

trade
* to ensure that we do not impose cost burdens on our farmers by refusing

access to weed control chemicals that are safe and which are permitted

by like countries.
As a farmer, as well as a politician, I recognise the dilemma of cost,

and of safety, against the need to control and eradicate weeds for farm

management, product quality control, or land degradation reasons.

We therefore have a responsibility to continue to fund research to try

and maintain biological control or better ways of dealing with weeds. In the

meantime we must find a balance between consumer concerns, economic demands

and farm profitability.


